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equity has jurisdiction of an ancillary bill, dependent upon the jurisdiction of the original suit and the decree,\(^3\) even though the grounds of federal jurisdiction of an original suit are lacking.\(^8\) Thus, an ancillary bill may be brought without a consent of the sovereign to suit other than the consent to the original suit;\(^8\) and a waiver of the immunity, by an official authorized to do so, extends to an ancillary suit.\(^9\) However, the ancillary bill must be within the terms of the statutory consent; so if the ancillary proceeding is not a procedural continuation of the original suit, then the consent does not allow the ancillary suit.\(^40\) And in order for the appearance by an authorized state official to constitute a waiver extending to an ancillary proceeding, the State must have been party to the original adjudication.\(^41\) The instant case, then, lays down the rule that the official must be authorized to waive the immunity, for his appearance to constitute a valid waiver of the immunity respecting an ancillary suit to enforce the prior decree.\(^42\)

Inasmuch as there is a dearth of authority concerning the use of an ancillary bill to enforce the decree in a suit against the state, there appears to be no reason for questioning the correctness of the ruling that the state official must have authority to waive the immunity for the state. However, the more noteworthy feature of the instant case is the reasoning by which the court found that the Attorney General lacked the authority to waive the immunity from suit. The extension of the 'clear intention' doctrine from cases concerning statutory consent is in accord with the lack of distinction by the courts between such consent and waiver of the immunity by an official. But the requirement that the legislative provision giving the authority should be directly related to the subject-matter, unduly prescribes the mode in which the legislature may exercise its discretion to indicate the intention of the state to be suable in a federal court.

**CORPORATIONS—DIRECTOR'S RIGHT TO ENFORCE BONDS PURCHASED AT DISCOUNT DURING INSOLVENCY OF BANKRUPT CORPORATION**

Respondents, the wife, mother, and friend of directors of the debtor corporation, purchased its debenture bonds at a large discount during a

---

40. Becker Steel Co. of America v. Cummings, *supra*.
41. Missouri v. Fiske, *supra*.
42. See note 24, *supra*. 
period when debtor was technically 1 insolvent. All the bonds were acquired prior to any liquidation proceedings and while the debtor, though operating as a deficit, was a going concern. The respondents, who purchased the bonds at between 3 percent and 14 percent of face value, now claim a 46 percent share at liquidation. 2 Petitioner, as trustee 3 and individually as creditor, filed objection to the allowance of respondent's claims on the ground that the circumstances under which the bonds were acquired made it equitable to limit the claim to the actual purchase price. Held, on certiorari, affirming judgment of the circuit court, 4 that the claimants 5 were entitled to share on a par with the other bondholders. The transactions were in good faith and in the course of fair dealing; the probability of an actual conflict, between the director's self-interest and his duties to the corporation, was not great enough to require that equity declare ended the opportunity for profitable trading. Manufacturers Trust Co. v. Becker, 70 Sup. Ct. 127 (1949).

In a broad sense, the directors and officers of a corporation are to be considered as its agents, 6 occupying a quasi-fiduciary relation to the corporation; 7 and it is well settled that neither bargaining with the company at "arms length" nor sharp dealing under a claim of the privilege of caveat emptor is permissible. 8 Without the fullest disclosure to and assent of all parties concerned, directors are precluded from making a private profit from their official position, since they impliedly undertake to exercise the powers conferred upon them solely in the interests of the corporation. 9

The fiduciary duty of a director, however, is not identical with that of all other fiduciaries, 10 and the courts should not categorically impose upon

---

1. The debtor corporation was insolvent in the bankruptcy or balance sheet sense; i.e., there was an excess in the amount of liabilities over the total value of the assets, as distinguished from equitable insolvency where there is an inability to meet debts and obligations as they fall due. See Ballantine, Corporations § 248 (2d ed. 1946).


3. The appellant is trustee under the indenture pursuant to which the debenture bonds were issued in 1933.


5. The claimants, close relatives of the directors of the debtor, were considered as directors or in a like position; the court's decision, of course, makes it unnecessary to determine whether the relation of the claimants to the directors was actually such as to place them under the limitations applicable in the case of directors.


7. See Twin-Lick Oil Co. v. Marbury, 91 U.S. 587 (1875); Jackson v. Ludeling, 21 Wall. 616 (U.S. 1874); Orlando Orange Groves v. Hale, 107 Fla. 304, 144 So. 674 (1932); Beach v. Williamson, 78 Fla. 611, 83 So. 800 (1919); Restatement, Agency § 14 (1933).


10. For an excellent discussion on the various standards of trustees, agents,
them the same strict disabilities thereby precluding all dealings by a director with his corporation merely by reason of his official position. While aware that there is normally present a great danger that a director, in the face of a conflict of interests, will act to benefit himself at the expense of the corporation or its creditors, the courts have recognized that they should not stamp as fraudulent every transaction in which a director has an interest. Consequently it is generally accepted that, where under the closest scrutiny of the court, such transactions are found to be characterized by absolute good faith and fairness, they are not to be invalid per se but will be upheld, especially when clearly of benefit to the enterprise.

This good faith standard has been applied to allow a director to purchase additional shares in his company, since the result is an added incentive to him to make the corporation succeed, and on this same reasoning the courts have also permitted the director to purchase outstanding obligations of a solvent and going concern, even at a discount, with the right to enforce them against the company in their full amount. It is important to note that the possibility of a conflict of interests arising becomes greater as the corporation becomes less of a going concern; the more precarious the financial position—the more it approaches liquidation, manifestly the more it needs the undivided loyalty of its directors. Clearly, where the debtor is insolvent and liquidation proceedings have begun or are expected, the director is not permitted to purchase outstanding obligations at a discount and then enforce them at full value, for any incentive he may gain is negligible since he has little control over the success of the liquidation now in the hands of the court.

11. See Ballantine, Corporations § 66 (2d ed. 1946).

12. This has been so in a multitude of cases arising from (1) contracts of purchase or sale of goods, services, realty, etc., by the corporation; (2) loans to and by the corporation; (3) purchase and sale of stocks and bonds or other claims; and in these many factual and legal possibilities above, whether the corporation is dealing directly or indirectly (through third persons) with the interested directors. See Dodd, For Whom Are Corporate Managers Trustees?, 45 Harv. L. Rev. 1145 (1932); Berle, For Whom Corporate Managers are Trustees: A Note, 45 Harv. L. Rev. 1365 (1932).


15. Richardson v. Green, 133 U.S. 30 (1890); Stuart v. Larson, supra; Orlando Groves Co. v. Hale, supra.


17. Although such a transaction certainly gives rise to personal interests of the director, it does not necessarily follow that those interests must conflict with his duties to the corporation and its creditors; moreover, in many cases both may benefit.


20. See Hand, J., dissenting in In re Calton Crescent, 173 F.2d 944, 952 (2d Cir. 1949).
In the present case, the corporation was neither a solvent and going concern, nor insolvent and in bankruptcy. This poses the problem of determining whether and to what extent a conflict arises in such a "twilight zone" where the debtor's directors purchase unmatured bonds at a discount. It has been pointed out that, with certain well founded exceptions, there is no valid reason to apply the insolvency restriction doctrine to the case of an insolvent but going concern; cases have so held, assigning greater importance to the corporation's vitality than to its balance sheet insolvency. Consequently, as indicated by the Court in the instant case, where there is present a possibility of effecting a composition and solvency, purchase by a director of the corporation's debts, even when at a great discount, may definitely offer both an added incentive to the director and a benefit to the enterprise. But on the other hand, this possibility should not foreclose a most serious consideration of the dangers arising from such purchases by directors whose access to confidential corporate information emphasizes the good faith demanded of them, especially where the corporation is in the hands of a small number of directors.

In conclusion, where there is present, as in the noted case, evidence of financial instability of the corporation, perhaps the most satisfactory determination of an actual conflict of loyalties would be made by placing upon the director, as in most cases of dealings between a director and his corporation, the burden of showing absolute good faith and fair dealing. Specifically, it is submitted that there should be a finding, absent in the instant case, of whether or not, at the time of the purchase of the bonds in question, there was

21. These exceptions relate to cases (1) where a special fund has been provided by the debtor corporation to pay the obligation; (2) where a special liquidation has been ordered through the institution of receivership or kindred proceedings; (3) where the debtor was in the field to settle its own obligations; (4) where the acquisition of the obligation by the director was unfair to the debtor and involved competition with it; and (5) where the director is guilty of overreaching, by unfairly using his special knowledge, in dealing with those from whom he acquired the obligations. [Brief of Respondent, p. 76.]

22. During insolvency the corporation more than ever needs such loans; (1) it may be possible to forestall bankruptcy while the corporation composes itself, and (2) the credit of the company may be improved if it is known that directors are purchasing the corporation's securities. See 62 Harv. L.Rev. 1391, 1392 (1949).


24. 70 Sup. Ct. 127, 132 (1949); the Court stated that "In any event, the potentiality of conflict must be weighed against the desirability of permitting reinforcement of the insolvent's position insofar as a director's acquisition of claims may help."

25. In the principal case, the directors, who purchased the bonds at 3% to 14%, were able to forestall bankruptcy until they could sell the assets at a price which gave the bondholders 46% of face value.

sufficient prospect of liquidation to bring the interests of the directors into conflict with those of the corporation and its creditors. Directors, then, occupying a position which puts it within their power to conceal the evidence of the facts and to defy detection, should be given the burden of showing that, at the time of their purchase, there was a well founded expectation of the debtor's composition and solvency.

**CRIMINAL PROCEDURE—EVIDENCE—PRIVILEGE OF JUROR ON CROSS EXAMINATION**

Defendant was indicted for entering into a conspiracy or agreement that he would vote falsely while doing jury duty. On direct examination of another juror, testimony was admitted as to how defendant-juror had voted in the jury room. Cross examination as to how other jurors had voted was declared improper because of the juror privilege. On appeal, held, that there was no error in restricting the cross examination. *Burton v. United States*, 175 F.2d 960, *rehearing denied*, 176 F.2d 865 (9th Cir. 1949).

It is a general rule that communications among jurors are privileged against disclosure on the witness stand without their consent. The privilege is based on the public policy that by assurance of secrecy in the jury room there will be promoted freedom of discussion and deliberation so essential for a proper determination by the jurors. However, there are exceptions to this privilege. It does not apply where the relation in which it arose has been fraudulently commenced or continued, nor where a juror has been guilty of misconduct with respect to some collateral matter.

Sometimes the rule is confused with the competency of the witness to testify in the impeachment of a verdict. Where the situation involves the impeachment of a verdict, the courts generally have kept the juror's privilege inviolate. On the other hand, where the suit in which the juror had served ended in a mistrial, the privilege as to impeachment of a verdict was held inappropriate and testimony by other jurors as to the defendant-juror's statements was admitted. This represents a sharp divergence from privileges for confidential communications where testimony is excluded, except when waived or offered voluntarily by the person asserting the privilege.

---

2. 8 *Wigmore, Evidence* § 2346 (3d ed. 1940).
8. *Clark v. United States*, *supra*.
9. 8 *Wigmore, Evidence* § 2354 (3d ed. 1940).